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Borrowing lessons from other disciplines

The emerging subspecialty of paediatric acute care cardiology is increasingly recognised as an
essential element of the modern heart centre’s aim to improve care for children with heart
disease.1 Acute care cardiology facilitates complex care for children with heart disease, invest-
ment in units and inpatient infrastructure, and resource allocation. The structure of acute care
cardiology allows for rapid examination and incorporation of best practices. For example, uti-
lising practices described in surgical fields, centres with acute care cardiology tested and imple-
mented new approaches to post-operative chest tube management, decreasing chest tube
duration and length of stay.2 Family-centered care is another best practice that warrants con-
sideration as a core construct in acute care cardiology. Family-centered care is considered the
gold standard for inpatient and outpatient paediatric care.3,4 It is well described that family-
centered care improves patient and family autonomy, which improves clinical outcomes by
reframing decision-making as a collaboration with families.5–8 Furthermore, family-centered
rounding, the primary tangible form of family-centered care in the inpatient setting, is known
to improve staff satisfaction, nursing engagement, and reduce harmful errors.8 Despite these
gains, family-centered care is not yet effectively operationalised in paediatric cardiology.

The systematic advantages of acute care cardiology position it to uniquely embrace family-
centered care and extend its benefits to families of children with heart disease. However, before
acute care cardiology can develop best practices related to family-centered care, it is necessary to
address features that distinguish it from general paediatrics and may influence how family-
centered care is delivered – namely, the prevalence of medical complexity, reliance upon novel
diagnostic and therapeutic technologies, and staffing and structural differences of acute care
cardiology units compared to general paediatrics units.9 While implementation of family-
centered care in paediatric cardiology requires acknowledgement of these challenges and
limitations, there is reason to invest in family-centered practices.

Informed consent demonstrates the benefits of family-centered care

In the early 20th century, autonomy was recognised as an ethical tenet and informed consent
became standard practice, meant to respect patient choice and promote shared decision-mak-
ing. As such, informed consent is inherently part of the broader autonomy fostered by family-
centered care.5 Literature on informed consent offers some guidance regarding the challenge of
involving families in complex decision-making, adaptable to acute care cardiology. Informed
consent requires: understanding – the ability to know the meaning of information; opportunity
to express a choice; appreciation – applying understanding to one’s own life; and reasoning –
extrapolating consequences of and comparing choices.10 Achieving all four requirements in the
face of medical complexity and modern diagnostic and therapeutic technologies requires exten-
sive clinician-patient/family discussions built on an ongoing professional relationship.10 These
requirements are also applicable to broader decision-making during acute care cardiology hos-
pitalisations. Through family-centered care, acute care cardiologists are ideally positioned to
build this ongoing therapeutic alliance.

While informed consent offers a model for family-centered care, there is a need for expertise
in the exchange of information such that its purpose does not devolve into exclusively serving as
legal protection for clinicians.11 The gap between effective knowledge transfer/patient under-
standing and signed informed consent forms is evidenced by the frequency of lawsuits with
patient claims of inadequate understanding of one or more aspect of informed consent.12

This has highlighted the need for senior-level clinician discussion regarding complex care deci-
sions. In Pennsylvania, the Supreme Court found informed consent to be a non-delegable physi-
cian activity and must be performed by the attending (Shinal v. Toms, 162 A.3d 429 (Pa.2017)).
While not universal, this ruling shows that having the most knowledgeable clinician at the
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bedside for patient communication is fundamental to the informa-
tion transfer needed for patient autonomy, informed consent, and
family-centered care. Within paediatric cardiology, acute care
cardiologists are ideally suited to fill this role, utilising the tools
of family-centered care as patients proceed through hospitalisa-
tions and are presented with care decisions.

Diagnostic and therapeutic complexity and family-
centered care

One challenge to implementing family-centered care in paediatric
cardiology is difficulty explaining highly specialised diagnostic
data and therapeutic options. In national surveys, hospitalists
report significant barriers to delivering family-centered care to
children with medical complexity.13 The complexity of disease
and offered interventions makes it difficult to get families “up-
to-speed,” hindering families’ ability to participate meaningfully
in shared decision-making.14 These challenges are arguably worse
among families of children with cardiac disease who report higher
levels of confusion related to inpatient stays than “all-comer”
paediatric families, highlighting the need for expertise in commu-
nication through family-centered care.15

The genetics literature offers insight into the challenge of com-
municating complex diagnostic data, particularly where there is
uncertainty. Genetic testing requires integrating families into deci-
sion-making regarding complex technology with life-altering
implications and unknowable potential risks.16,17 Considering that
clinicians themselves cannot be aware of all downstream implica-
tions of genetic testing, there are significant challenges in getting
patients “up-to-speed”, inherently impacting their ability to make
fully informed decisions.18 To address this, genetics literature and
clinical practice models highlight a need for real-time “translators”
of genetic information as it is applied in clinical decisions. Genetic
counsellors, now integral in genomicmedicine, have emerged to fill
this expert, translator role.19 Here again, acute care cardiology
expertise offers the opportunity to cultivate this “translator” role
in concert with the family-centered approach. As in genetics, it
is necessary in acute care cardiology to make sense of specialised
technologies, including advanced clinical imaging, interventional
cardiac procedures, and complex polypharmacy.

Family-centered care in acute care cardiology

Acute care cardiologists are uniquely positioned to address the
challenges described above – to serve as “translator” of complex
technologies and knowledgeable bedside clinician necessary for
the information transfer integral to family-centered care. Acute
care cardiology is fundamental to bringing family-centered care
to the focus of complex cardiology care decisions, as hospitalists
have within general paediatrics and internal medicine.3 As those
fields have learned, adoption of family-centered care improves
patient outcomes and family and staff satisfaction.8

A formalised plan for implementing family-centered care in
acute care cardiology is needed. One approach may be adoption
of family-centered rounding, through which medical teams part-
ner with families for daily decision-making on acute care cardiol-
ogy units – units with staff, beds, work-flows, and unit policies
dedicated to the care of children with congenital and acquired
cardiac disease. Despite widespread adoption of family-centered
rounding in paediatrics, adoption in subspecialty care has been
limited because of conflicting demands on specialty clinician
time and family-centered rounding can be time-intensive.3,4,20

However, acute care cardiologists could embrace their role as con-
tent experts and effective “translators” of inpatient paediatric car-
diology details. Implementation of family-centered rounding in
acute care cardiology practice, will likely lead to increased knowl-
edge transfer and improved care, as it has in other disciplines.
Many outcomes used to evaluate acute care cardiology (length
of stay, readmission, discharge efficacy) are directly impacted by
communication with families suggesting clear targets where the
benefits of family-centered care should be tested.3 While a number
of mechanisms exist to achieve these outcome aims, alignment
with the Pediatric Acute Care Cardiology Collaborative (PAC3)
to test benefits of family-centered care appears opportune.

As family-centered rounding practices are developed within the
context of acute care cardiology, there is also opportunity to
address challenges this rounding methodology has presented in
other fields. Specifically, family-centered rounding is vulnerable
to the reliability of families being at the bedside and choosing to
participate. Numerous reasons exist for why families may not be
at the bedside during rounding hours or may not want to partici-
pate, many of which tie into other social determinants of
health.21,22 It is essential that existing inequities are not exacerbated
or perpetuated by inadequate inclusion of certain families.
Technology solutions exist to engage families in rounds, even when
not physically present. Similarly, messaging options for family/care
team asynchronous communication must be enabled for families
who are unavailable during rounding hours.

The perceived time consumption of family-centered care, and
in particular family-centered rounding, is another known chal-
lenge. It is unknown whether family-centered rounding is more
time consuming than other models of rounds; studies have shown
encounters last 3–23 minutes with an average of 10 minutes.8

Proponents of family-centered rounds argue this time is an invest-
ment with the dividend being improved understanding of the daily
plan among the care team, including the bedside nurse and family,
which presumably decreases time spent clarifying or answering
questions later in the day. Here too, acute care cardiologists have
an opportunity to create practices which balance communication
and shared decision-making with other duties of care that occur
outside of rounds.

There is increased awareness of the need for acute care cardiol-
ogists but there remains significant variability in the practice,
structure, and staffing of inpatient non-intensive care cardiol-
ogy.1,9,23–25 Successful implementation of family-centered care
requires resources, training, and expertise.3 A necessary role that
is emerging within cardiology, but needs formalisation, is that of
the acute care cardiologist: the attending cardiologist responsible
for the care of inpatient children with heart disease who do not
require critical care. In addition to providing clinical and infra-
structural expertise for delivery of inpatient care, the acute care car-
diologist would be available at the bedside, able to dedicate time to
and skilled in family-centered care, serving as the “translator” of
multiple facets of coordinated, complex care for these children.
Just as hospitalists have utilised family-centered care to improve
outcomes and process measures in paediatrics and internal medi-
cine, acute care cardiologists can usher the use of family-centered
care in cardiology to achieve the same benefits.
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